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Born from	  TECNOELETTRA,	  a	  technology company	  with	  35	  years of	  experience in	  the	  energy sector,
ASTRA	  ENERGY	  is the	  commercial	  organization of	  the	  group.
In	  partnership	  with	  the	  Indian giant MAHINDRA	  &	  MAHINDRA	  and	  with	  a	  deep knowledge of	  the	  power generation	  sector,	  
ASTRA	  ENERGY	  offers first-‐class products such as Mahindra Engines,	  Powerkits
and	  Genuine Spare Parts
ASTRA	  ENERGY	  is also the	  right	  partner	  for	  customized and	  dedicated technological solutions like hybrid systems,	  gas	  
applications
and	  customized telecom projects.
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Mahindra Group	  is an	  Indian multinational conglomerate	  holding	  company	  headquartered in	  Mumbai,	  Maharashtra.
It has operations in	  over	  100	  countries around the	  globe.	  The	  group has a	  presence in	  aerospace,	  agribusiness,	  
aftermarket,	  automotive,	  components,	  construction equipment,	  defence,	  energy,	  farm	  equipment,	  finance and
insurance,	  industrial	  equipment,	  information	  technology,	  leisure and	  hospitality,	  logistics,	  real estate,	  retail,
and	  two wheelers.	  It is considered to	  be	  one of	  the	  most reputable Indian industrial	  houses with	  market
leadership	  in	  utility	  vehicles as well as tractors.
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OUR	  PRODUCTS
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There are	  many reasons for	  Mahindra being no.1 both in	  the	  UV	  
and	  the	  tractor markets of	  India.	  Probably the	  most significant is
Mahindra's Direct	  Injection engine technology,	  which satisfies
customers who are	  as conscious about fuel economy	  as they are	  
about power.

DIRECT	  INJECTION	  -‐ the	  no	  compromise	  engine technology
DI	  engines by	  design	  are	  much more	  fuel efficient than IDI	  engines.
The	  best	  thing is that they deliver as much on	  the	  power front	  too.	  
We have spent over	  two decades refining these engines and	  now
have a	  patented engine technology that is generations ahead in	  DI	  
technology.
The	  Mahindra engine advantage
•Wet replaceable liners for	  extended engine life
•Easily serviceable and	  low on	  maintenance cost
•Structural cylinder block design	  to	  easily withstand heavy duty	  
operations
•No	  oil top	  up	  required between two services
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THE	  PROCESS	  THAT	  WON	  THE	  DEMING	  PRIZE
At	  the	  heart of	  each Mahindra engine is technology you can	  count
on.	  In	  fact everything that goes into making a	  Mahindra engine is
world	  class.	  But it's not just	  us telling you.	  The	  Japanese Union	  of	  
Scientists and	  Engineers will tell you the	  same.	  Our entire process,	  
from	  manufacturing	  facilities and	  technology to	  sales	  and	  service	  
received the	  highest rating	  for	  Total	  Quality Management	  and	  won
the	  Deming	  Prize -‐ one of	  the	  most coveted awards	  in	  the	  world.	  So	  
when you buy a	  Mahindra engine you know you have world	  class
technology working for	  you.

"The Deming	  Prize is the	  longest-‐running and one of	  the	  highest
awards on	  TQM	  (Total	  Quality Management)	  in	  the	  world.
It recognizes both individuals for	  their contributions
to	  the	  field of Total	  Quality Management (TQM)
and	  businesses	  that have successfully
implemented TQM."
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GENUINE	  SPARE	  PARTS

TILS is the	  Tecnoelettra solution for	  HYBRID	  DG	  set.
A	  full	  solution:	  just	  add canopy and	  battery pack,	  and	  
the variable speed,	  full	  dc,	  hybrid unit is ready

www.astraenergyeu.com/tils



YOUR

EXPERT IN  

TELECOM
SOLUTIONS

Discover our solution and	  contact us for	  your custom	  project
www.astraenergyeu.com/telecom
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OUR	  SERVICES

ON	  FIELD IMMEDIATE	  DELIVERY

ONLINE	  SUPPORTSALES	  CONSULTING

ON	  FIELD



THANK	  YOU	  FOR	  YOUR	  ATTENTION

www.astraenergyeu.com
info@astraenergyeurope.com


